We present a theoretical study of the phase-coherent DC conductivity of few-layered antimonene in the presence of surface disorder. It is well known that while a single layer is a trivial semiconductor, multiple layers (typically a minimum of ≈ 7) turn into a semi-metal with a nontrivial topological invariant featuring protected and decoupled surface states. We employ the finite-size Kubo formalism based on density functional theory calculations to show that the conductivity is amply dominated by the topological surface states even without bulk disorder. More importantly, the conductivity of the surface states does not show traces of a metal-insulator transition while the bulk ones can be driven towards an insulating phase in presence of only surface disorder. These results suggest that few-layered antimonene, despite not being insulating in the bulk, can present many of the advantages attributed to topological insulators under very general experimental conditions.
I. INTRODUCTION
The potential of the topological surface states (TSS) in three-dimensional (3D) topological insulators (TIs) for fundamental or practical applications, remains largely unexploited due to the lack of materials meeting all the necessary requirements. From small bulk gap 1 to surface degradation and band-bending issues 2,3 going through unwanted bulk doping (mainly vacancies and anti-site defects) 4 , prototypical 3D-TIs such as Bi 2 Te 3 or Bi 2 Se 3 do not live up to the full theoretical expectations. Experimental studies remain mostly confined to photoelectron spectroscopy (ARPES) 1, 3, [5] [6] [7] , although a few transport experiments have shown fingerprints of TSS in Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations 8, 9 , Aharonov-Bohm interference, and magnetotransport 10, 11 . Quasiparticle interference with scanning tunneling microscopy 12, 13 has also been explored and shows, arguably, the most clear signatures of the topological nature of the surface states.
Ideally, if the Dirac point lies in the middle of the bulk gap and the Fermi energy can be tuned in its vicinity, the conductivity of one surface is expected to be "universal" (≈ e 2 /h) and exhibit anti-localization regardless of disorder strength 14 . However, experimental verification of this behavior faces a major difficulty since the surface/bulk conductivity ratio is typically a small fraction and separating the 2D conductivity from the often unavoidable and dominating 3D bulk contribution is challenging 15 . Finding materials with a large surface/bulk conductivity ratio is therefore, of much current interest. For instance, research on ternary compound TIs such as Bi 2 Te 2 Se 16-18 , Bi 2 Te 2,4 Se 0, 6 19 or (Bi 1−x Sb x ) 2 Te 3 20-22 , and even quaternary compounds such as Bi 2−x Sb x Te 3−y Se y 23 or Sndoped Bi 1,1 Sb 0,9 Te 2 S 24 , typically in thin film form, has demonstrated enhanced and tunable Dirac surface contribution over bulk conduction.
As the complexity of the material composition grows, the chances for practical use, however, decrease. An elemental bulk material such as Sb happens to be a topological semi-metal due to it's inverted bulk band order 25 . Despite the absence of a bulk gap, it's topological invariant guarantees that antimony features protected TSS, coexisting with bulk bands at the Fermi energy 6, 7, 26 . Thin films of Sb(111) could in principle become a 3D-TI if quantum confinement opened a gap in the bulk bands. However, when thin enough, coupling between the TSS on opposite surfaces also occurs and this is expected to degrade or even destroy the TSS exotic properties such as their expected protection against backscattering. Ultimately, a single Sb(111) layer (or monolayer antimonene) becomes a trivial semiconductor 27 . (Note that the term monolayer antimonene used in this work is sometimes referred to as bilayer Sb(111) in the literature.) Recently, it has been shown that few-layered (FL) antimonene and even monolayer antimonene can be obtained through mechanical exfoliation techniques 28 . Importantly, antimonene, in contrast to other elemental 2D crystals such as the popular phosphorene 29 , happens to be surprisingly robust under ambient conditions. Theoretical studies on FL antimonene have shown that the decoupling of the TSS requires a minimum of 7 layers 30, 31 . In between the semiconductor monolayer and the 7-layered antimonene a crossover occurs where claims on the existence of a 2D topological insulator have also been reported 30 . When the TSS of opposite surfaces are decoupled and the gap at the Dirac point is closed down, the Fermi energy crosses the Dirac cone above the Dirac point, but also crosses 6 hole pockets and 3 electron pockets (see, e.g., Ref. 6 and Fig. 1 ). For a number of layers arXiv:1912.09475v1 [cond-mat.mes-hall] 19 Dec 2019 below ≈ 50, they all result from a single 2D band. While the electron pockets have a bulk character, the hole pockets are partially formed by helical surface and trivial bulk states.
Concerning fundamental transport properties, it is known that materials in the 2D symplectic class present a metal-insulator transition (MIT) with a critical conductivity (for some simplified models) of σ c ≈ 1,42 e 2 /h 32, 33 . There, according to the single-parameter scaling theory of localization 34 , the β function changes sign. On the other hand, the β function is known to be always positive for an odd number of Dirac cones 35 . In our case, carriers belonging to the bulk electron pockets near M (see Fig. 1 ) should certainly exhibit a MIT. However, concerning the states around Γ, the situation is less clear. While along the Γ-K direction only one type of carriers (those belonging to the central Dirac cone) is present at the Fermi level, along the Γ-M direction, the band structure resembles more that of 2D free electrons with Rashba coupling. In addition, bulk states are also present along this direction. This complexity triggers a number of possibilities, namely, if the TSS do not present a MIT, the conductivity will be dominated by them for sufficiently strong disorder (which will necessarily eliminate bulk contribution). On the other hand, if the TSS present a MIT, the question is whether there is a unique critical disorder for both bulk states and TSS or either type of carrier can be found on different sides of their respective critical points. In our calculations no traces of a MIT for the TSS appear and, although we cannot give a definite answer to this question due to computational limitations, we show that the TSS and bulk states do not share the same critical disorder. Remarkably, this fact and, in general, the dominant surface character of the conductivity occur considering a perfect crystal with only surface disorder.
From a modeling point of view, effective Hamiltonians can account for the major features of the band structure near the Dirac point. However, the complexity of the actual bands in most common 3D-TIs (and also in FL antimonene) comes from the fact that the Fermi level rarely lies close to the Dirac point. Moreover, the Dirac point does not necessarily lie in the bulk gap, typically lying close or overlapping with the bulk valence band or the surface bands themselves 3 . As far as conductivity is concerned, existing theoretical work has not addressed these more realistic situations. In order to address the questions raised in the previous paragraph, here we present conductivity calculations for FL-antimonene using the Kubo formalism in its numerical finite-size version, calculated upon the band structure and wave functions obtained from density functional theory (DFT).
The typical medium cluster approach (and previous methodological attempts) aims at a full description of Anderson localization in real systems where disorder and electron-electron interactions are treated on equal footing (see for e.g. the review by Terletska et al. 36 and references therein). In this regard, our reason to start from a DFT description of antimonene is not based on any expectation that interactions could play a significant role, but more on the need for an accurate and realistic single-particle Hamiltonian to work with. There is no doubt on the interest of these type of studies, but we cannot perform self-consistency after introducing disorder. Note that our focus here is surface disorder and the topologically protected surface states derive from a clean bulk system. The topological origin of the surface states requires a clean bulk and these cannot be isolated and independently described from the bulk.
II. NUMERICAL METHOD DESCRIPTION
We start by showing in Fig. 1(a) the DFT band structure of 9 layers of Sb. We have used the CRYS-TAL code [37] [38] [39] to obtain the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian to which we have added SOC after selfconsistency 40 . The two colored bands crossing the Fermi energy are the relevant ones for conductivity calculations. In Fig. 1(b) and (c) we plot the layer-by-layer charge density of the Bloch states associated with these bands. Near Γ the states are confined to one surface (the top one in this case since only one of the doubly degenerate bands is shown in each panel). Away from Γ the charge density spreads across the multilayer, presenting a strong bulk character along Γ−K, but a less bulk character along Γ−M. In the latter direction a hole pocket is observed where the states transit from having a strong top-surface character near Γ to being localized on both surfaces [see Fig. 1(c) ]. Inset in Fig. 1(a) shows the Fermi surface and the spin character of the Bloch states. The helical counter-clockwise behavior around the Γ point is evident along with the helical clockwise character of the hole pocket states close to the Dirac cone. These results fully agree with those in the literature and manifest the topological character of FL antimonene.
To evaluate the zero-bias conductivity we use the finite-size Kubo formalism 41 :
where |χ i and E i represent the eigen states and energies of the crystal Hamiltonian plus disorder, respectively. f (E) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function and L denotes the size of the system. We have studied a shortrange scattering model for delta impurities assuming that it does not mix intra-atomic orbitals, as defined below:
where |n, k represents a Bloch state in the n−th band with wave vector k and energy n (k). The strength of disorder potential, V l , is chosen to be constant with random signs and locations for N impurities at Bravais lattice vectors R imp and affecting the l-th sublattice. Bloch states are defined by the coefficients C nlα (k) where α denotes the atomic basis set element. The impurities are placed on both surfaces with distinct random distributions. Vectors are implied throughout the text.
Since our lattice consists of a multi-atomic unit cell with multi-orbital atoms, the evaluation of the velocity matrix elements in Eq. 1 needs to be carried out with some care. A proper gauge choice simplifies this evaluation:
where D βα = R, i, α|r|R, i, β is the dipolar term between different atomic orbitals at the same atom 42 .
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We start by evaluating the conductivity associated with the Dirac electrons of this system, which will also serve as a verification of our implementation. Following Ref. 41 , Fig. 2 shows σ as a function of the imaginary part in Eq. 1 for different sample sizes L, and a given disorder strength and concentration (δ,n i )=(30, 2.3 %). All curves show weak dependence on η in a finite range and reach a maximum before dropping to zero for very small values. We take this maximum of σ vs η as the actual conductivity value. As expected, the conductivity shows the anticipated smooth logarithmic behavior characteristic of Dirac electrons fitted by the equation σ ≈ 0,54Ln(L/ ) [ Fig. 2(b) ]. We now compute, separately, the conductivity of the Dirac cone plus the six surrounding hole pockets on one hand and one of the electron pockets on the other. The regions associated with these two types of states in the Brillouin zone (BZ) are specified in the inset of Fig. 3(f) with blue and green shades, respectively. We first consider the case of weak disorder assuming that disorder does not mix bulk and TSS pockets as it would be certainly the case for sufficiently long-ranged disorder (our conclusions are not conditioned by the type of disorder we have considered). The behavior of σ xx for different weak disorder cases, as shown in Figs. 3(a-c) , is the expected one for the 2D electrons in the symplectic class, namely, the conductivity increases with the size of the system with overall high values of conductivity (both surfaces are taken into account here). Increasing either the strength or the concentration of disorder, both the magnitude and the size-dependence of the conductivity decrease, but the scaling remains the same.
Assuming again that scattering is absent between far away pockets in the BZ, we compute the conductivity of just one of the bulk pockets [the results are shown Figs. 3(d-f) ]. The behavior with size is similar to that of the TSS, also scaling to a metal. Working with only one pocket results in an anisotropic conductivity, with σ xx larger than σ yy in this case (see Fig. 4 ), while the total bulk conductivity should be, of course, isotropic. We have verified that this is the case with a few disorder realizations summing over the three bulk pockets, but we can estimate an upper limit to the total conductivity by simply multiplying the average (σ xx + σ yy )/2 by three. Even so, the main contribution to the total conductivity is predominantly given by the TSS up to the highest values of disorder considered. The overall smaller values of the bulk conductivity with respect to the TSS ones are somewhat unexpected since we are only considering surface disorder and a dominant contribution of bulk bands could have been naively expected.
We now turn our attention to strong disorder, chosen in a way that brings the conductivity closer to the quantum of conductance where a metal-insulator transition (MIT) may be expected. Panels (b) and (c) of Fig. 4 show σ xx and σ yy of the bulk pocket shown in the inset of Fig. 3(f) with green shade. The behavior of the conductivity in different directions is similar, but it is less pronounced in σ yy because of the smaller overall values. As we increase the disorder strength from top to bottom, the three upper curves clearly increase with size indicating metallic behavior, while the bottom one starts to show a decreasing trend expected for an insulator. The transition seems to occur in both panels at the same disorder strength (approximately between the third and forth curves), although the critical conductivities logically differ from each other.
Since the calculations of the conductivity of TSS are computationally more demanding and we have to average over many disordered systems, we choose to study the scaling behavior of the TSS in this limit of disorder differently. In Fig. 4(a) we show the conductivity of TSS for the smallest and largest sizes of the systems studied in panels (b-c), as a function of the disorder strength. The largest disorder in all three panels is chosen to be the same. In panel (a) we see that both curves run essentially parallel to each other with no indication of a crossing at the suggested critical disorder value for bulk states (δ ≈ 150). Due to computational limitations we cannot report larger system sizes which could show the separation of the two curves more clearly. However, the inset of 4(a), showing the conductivity times disorder strength shows that the two curves do not cross in the studied disorder range. Notice, though, that we cannot entirely discard a MIT at higher disorder strengths, but, if it exists, it will happen at a critical value larger than that for bulk states.
IV. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have shown that the conductivity of surface disordered FL antimonene is dominated by the TSS with the bulk pockets playing a less significant role. This happens in two scenarios. For weak disorder, the conductivity of both bulk and TSS carriers scales towards a metal with sample sizes. On the other hand, for strong disorder, bulk conductivity moves towards a MIT transition, as expected for electrons in the symplectic class, while the conductivity of the TSS still scales to a metal for similar disorder values. This result is even more remarkable considering that we have only considered surface disorder, which is the most relevant case for a possible experimental verification. Our results open a venue for gapless semi-metallic topological materials to serve experimental purposes usually reserved to topological insulators.
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